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A
rtist Larry Day (1921-1998) 

was one of the pioneers

in the postmodern genre in

his blending of classical

and new realism in painting.

He investigated subjects

derived from the world around him, as well as

themes rooted in literature and history, to produce

masterful and timeless paintings and drawings that

speak to the ever-widening scope of American life.

Day received his Bachelor of Fine Art in 1949 and 

a Bachelor of Science in Education in 1950 from 

Tyler School of Art at Temple University. He was a

professor of painting, drawing, and theory at the

Philadelphia College of Art (now the University of

the Arts) in Pennsylvania and was senior critic 

at University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate School of

Fine Arts. His work has been the focus of numerous

exhibitions nationally and abroad at such notable

institutions as the Pennsylvania Academy of the 

Fine Arts, Philadelphia; Vassar College Art Gallery,

Poughkeepsie, New York; American Federation 

of Arts, Washington, D.C.; and the Victoria College

of Arts Gallery, Melbourne, Australia. During his

lifetime, Day was the recipient of multiple grants

and awards in the arts including an Ingram-Merrill

Foundation Grant and the Hazlett Memorial

Award for Excellence in the Arts in Pennsylvania.

His work is in the collections of the Philadelphia

Museum of Art, Pennsylvania; the Corcoran Gallery of

Art, and the National Gallery of Art, both located

in Washington, D.C. His estate is represented 

by Meredith Ward Fine Art in New York.

On behalf of the Eleanor D. Wilson Museum at

Hollins University, I am delighted to present 

this significant retrospective of Day’s work to the

university and to the greater community. As we

enter our fifth year of exhibition programming at

the Wilson, it is fitting that we champion artists 

of merit that have had a tremendous impact on and

foster in-depth relationships with the university.

Larry Day was a professional mentor to our painting

department through his lifelong relationship 

with artist/professor Bill White; their combined

artistic knowledge has inspired the vision of

Hollins’ art students throughout the years.   

This significant exhibition and supporting catalogue

would not exist without the dedication and support

of many generous individuals, all who gave tirelessly

of their expertise and insight. Sincerest gratitude

goes to Larry Day’s widow, Ms. Ruth Fine, for her

unwavering support in realizing this exhibition

and entrusting the Eleanor D. Wilson Museum as a

repository for her late husband’s work. Tremendous

thanks are due to Professor of Art Bill White for 

his excellent curation of the exhibition, his monetary

support towards the project, and for his essay in 

the catalogue that conveys his singular experiences

with his teacher, friend, and mentor, Larry Day.

Deepest appreciation also goes to contributing writer

and artist Scott Noel for his insightful catalogue

essay. Their words serve to eloquently solidify Day’s

place in art history. Sincere gratitude to Steven

Moore, student of Larry Day, for his financial 

contribution to the project. Thanks also to Meredith

Ward of Meredith Ward Fine Art for her unflagging

support. Finally, this project could not have been

realized without the multiple talents of the Eleanor

D. Wilson Museum’s staff: Janet Carty, Laura Jane

Ramsburg, Karyn McAden, and the student assistants.

Amy G. Moorefield   |   DIRECTOR

Daughters of Jeptha, 1955, Oil on canvas, 37 x 28.5 inches 

LARRY DAY: PAINTER OF THE RECOGNIZABLE



To be able to present this exhibition of Larry Day’s

work is very special for me since Larry Day was 

my mentor and friend for 3 decades. I was a student

at the Philadelphia College of Art in the 1960s

where Larry Day was teaching painting and his 

influence was significant for me and many of the

other students who worked with him over his 

long career there at PCA. I recall seeing one of his

paintings in a faculty show there and it was so 

compelling that it mesmerized me. I was puzzled

by his choices and drawn into his image in ways 

I had not experienced before. I saw other paintings

of his over the coming years and the triptych

Times of Day remained so mysterious and vivid that

when I had the chance to visit him in his Spring

Street studio and discuss this work with him, I had

a better appreciation of all of the depth and 

complexity of the man and his vision.

There are only a very small number of people that

I can consider a sage, someone who can reveal

deep truths and be provocative to my own thinking

and imagination, and Larry Day was one of these

individuals.  He rarely gave you a simple yes or no

response; more often to my question he replied

with another question, acting as a painter’s Socrates.

I always left my encounters with him with a deeper

need to explore my own choices and considerations,

to find my own way. Like all great teachers, Larry Day

led us to our realizations and to our own aesthetic

stance; he never told you what to do, as that would

be short-changing our need to discover who we

were and the necessity of our work as painters.

Larry Day died in 1998, and his widow Ruth Fine,

who is herself a painter and printmaker along 

with having a distinguished history as a curator at

the National Gallery of Art, needed time to grieve

and decide what to do with the art works that 

remained in his estate. After a few years had passed,

Linda and I went to visit Ruth and to assist her 

in making an inventory of these works that spanned

his whole career. Since we had just opened the 

Eleanor D. Wilson Museum and the Richard

Wetherill Visual Arts Center, I asked Ruth if she

would be willing to consider a gift to Hollins.

To my great pleasure, she was very generous and

provided us with a body of work that reveals just how

complex an artist Larry Day was as a painter and

draughtsman. We have some of the seminal works:

his Times of Day triptych, his large scale Parnassus

painting, and, especially significant, his final body of

drawings, the Caprices. The entire gift from the 

estate and a few additional works are presented in

this exhibition. 

I trust that when you take the time to engage 

with these works, you too will find that you see the 

complexity and expressiveness of a unique painter,

and come to feel the resonance and evocative 

qualities in this body of work that I believe represents

the artist in a full and rich manner.

Professor Bill White   |   EXHIBITION CURATOR

Study related to Ceres, Pencil on paper, c. 1992, 28 x 33 inches
Courtesy of Bill White
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materials with which to improvise.  John Coltrane’s

epic appropriation of Richard Rogers’ “My Favorite

Things” is a precise analogy for what happened

after Day moved from an abstract translation of

The Daughters of Jeptha (1955) to the explicit fashion

magazine quotations deployed in 1968’s Parnassus.

I think Day’s commitment to representation also

involved the pursuit of a more direct form of 

communication. He spoke and wrote of using norms

in his painting to make experience more “sharable.”

In the 1960s, representation was revived after 

being pronounced a historical dead letter by the

critic Clement Greenberg. The rehabilitation 

of representation produced competing claims about

its relevance, some emphasizing abstract, formal

imperatives, some emphasizing the engagement

with content and some the exploration of a fresh

concern with sensual perception. These arguments

tended to flow from eloquent painters who were

also educators: Leland Bell, Gabriel Laderman 

and Lennart Anderson among the most prominent.

Charismatic teaching led to debates about the

most authentic energies in painting, but Day 

seems to have avoided these disputes labeling his

brand of representation “ironic realism”*. Having

experienced the devolution of gestural abstraction

into mannerism he was skeptical about master 

narratives that conferred special virtue on one style or

another. And yet, Day was preoccupied with style:

“A work of art must have a style—which is 

the recognition that we must adopt a 

conception of the world if we are to adapt 

to the world. It is a continuing fact that 

no system of painting is so in need of style 

as realist painting and it is also true that 

no system of painting is so ambiguous in its 

attitudes toward style as realist painting.”

—Notes on Figurative Art, 1974

Here a realist insists the world is only knowable

through the refracting lens of fiction. After his 

turn toward representation, Day’s way of making a 

painting remained fairly constant. Because he

might combine a view of Philadelphia, a quotation

from a baroque painting, and a figure derived 

from a snapshot, Day developed a handling that

could integrate the dissonances in these sources. 

Thin, luminous fields of paint and an elegant 

The painter Larry Day’s earliest artistic ambitions

were literary and musical. Before settling on a

painting vocation he had written a novel and 

practiced jazz improvisation as a cornetist. All his life

he maintained an encyclopedic knowledge of

music and a wide-ranging fluency in literature and

philosophy. I met Day once, at the Philadelphia 

Art Alliance after his artist talk for an exhibition of

the Tempi Del Giorno suite, a group of drawings 

that relate to the Caprices in the present exhibition.

The drawings blend quotations from mostly obscure

renaissance, baroque and rococo paintings, snatches

of architecture and landscape from imagination,

portraits of friends and self-portraits. Spatial and

temporal boundaries dissolve in the drawings, with

Day and his friends meeting directly with characters

and places discovered in the labyrinth of visual art.

The musical reappearance of Day and friends 

percolating through the pictures as leitmotivs and

the striking combinations of northern European

and Italianate imagery reminded me of motifs in

Thomas Mann’s writing. I had heard a story of 

Day carrying a copy of The Magic Mountain during

his military service in the Pacific. He even looked a

little like Mann with his mustache and fastidious

bearing. Day generously indulged me when I 

ventured my Mann associations and we talked for a

time about Tonio Kroger and Hans Castorp. Only

later did I hear Day describe his southern (he was

born Lorenzo del Giorno) and northern European

roots, a blend he shared with the novelist. Mann’s

heroes embodied contrasts between Latin sensuality

and German restraint, classical order and romantic

feeling, healthy bourgeois normalcy and the 

feverish aspirations of the creative life. The flavor

of Day’s drawings, their sensual line and perspectival

rigor, their understatement and ironic humor 

revealed a similarly complex temperament braiding

feeling with the rhetorical demands of form.  

Gestural abstraction is a romantic tendency in 

the narrative of modernism and Day began as a 

romantic accepting one of the central conceits 

of abstract expressionism: authentic painting must

generate a world from the crucible of the self.

After painting in this “mode” for a decade he reached

an impasse like the one he had faced as a jazz 

musician. When the self became exhausted as a 

resource, gesture and improvisation each assumed a

predictable character. Day’s switch to representation

in the early 1960s was partly a bid for richer 

Larry Day, Ironic Realist *

ESSAY BY SCOTT NOEL  |   PAINTER



line unified complex combinations of figures 

and landscape into rhythmic, decoratively ordered 

tapestries. Day’s self-portrait in the Eleanor D. 

Wilson Museum collection is a good example of the

flexibility of his form as a vessel for ideas. Part of 

a trilogy conceived as homage to classical, mannerist

and romantic painting, this self-portrait is the 

classical variant. There are echoes of Piero, Poussin

and David, as well as Matisse, in the rich notes 

of blue and red and the picture’s stately silhouettes.

The taste for clear color and the frieze-like 

reciprocity between figure and ground inform all

Day’s paintings and suggest that the classical 

form was his deepest instinct.

Larry Day naturally thought in categories. He 

described the principal representational modes as

“genre, emblematic, and narrative” and he worked

in all three. His beautiful city and suburbscapes 

fall within the genre mode (by Day’s definition,

pictures without a story line) and are also the works

closest to the concerns of perceptual realism. 

Day had a gift for marrying atmospheric tonality

with architectural order and the landscapes are

both evocative and highly specific. Since only 

these genre pictures converge with the orthodox

expectations of realism it is challenging to 

understand what Day meant by gathering all his

work under the rubric of “ironic realism”.

Of course, the key word is “ironic”. Day’s realism 

is not simply a record of appearances. Although 

it includes a poetic feeling for light and space there

are no shadows in Day’s world. People from art

and life are found in endless dances of association

reflecting his sense of beauty and order. I think 

the reality Day portrayed is the intersection of art,

music and ideas with the elements of a life embodied

in friends and a sense of place. Irony was important

to this painted reality because it expressed an 

abiding feeling for the limits of our knowledge 

and the partiality of our view. But, for Day, the reality

of art is the way it compels us to an account of 

what we find beautiful. Ironically, the reflection of

the beautiful becomes a mirroring of a possibility

within ourselves.

* Day describes himself as an ironic realist in a 1990 television profile directed by Gregory Kirwin.  Ruth Fine, Day’s widow,
credits her fellow curator Nan Rosenthal with suggesting this appellation to the painter in the late 1980’s.Backstreet #2, 1988, Oil on canvas, 48.5 x 66.5 inches



Self Portrait: Break, 1981/83, Oil on canvas, 54.5 x 67 inches

Study related to 
Self Portrait: Break
1981/83, Sketch
27.75 x 27.5 inches
Courtesy of Scott Noel

Study related to 
Self Portrait: Break
1981/83
Pencil on paper 
21.75 x 23.75 inches 
Courtesy of Bill Scott



Times of Day: Morning, Afternoon, Evening, 1965
Oil on canvas, triptych, each 77 x 68 inches



Parnassus, 1968, Oil on canvas, 78.75 x 116.75 inchesRitual Still Life, 1964, Oil on canvas, 49 x 33 inches



Caprice #1, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21.25 x 29 inches

Caprice #3, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.5 x 26.5 inches

Caprice #2, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21 x 28.5 inches



Caprice #4, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21 x 28.5 inches

Caprice #5, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21 x 28.5 inches

Caprice #6, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21.5 x 26.25 inches

Caprice #7, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.75 x 28.75 inches



Caprice #8, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21.25 x 28.5 inches

Caprice #9, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21.25 x 28.5 inches

Caprice #10, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.5 x 28 inches

Caprice #11, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21.5 x 28.5 inches



Caprice #12A, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.75 x 28.25 inches

Caprice #12B, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 21.25 x 28.75 inches

Caprice #12C, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.75 x 28.25 inches



Caprice #16, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.75 x 28.25 inches

Caprice #15, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.25 x 28 inches

1921 October 29, born in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

1934 Moves to Cheltenham, Pennsylvania, 
through 1986.

1939 Graduates from Cheltenham High School.
1940s Serves in the United States Army, Pacific 

Campaign, including invasion of Iwo Jima. 
1948 Profoundly impressed with Henri Matisse 

exhibition at Philadelphia Museum of Art.
1949 Receives Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree, 

Tyler School of Art, Temple University.
1950 Receives Bachelor of Science Degree in 

Education, Tyler School of Art, Temple 
University.

1952-53 Lives in Paris, visits Louvre, Jeu de Paume, 
and Musée National d’Art Moderne. Becomes 
aware of the work of Balthus.

1953 Begins teaching in painting and fine arts 
departments at Philadelphia Museum School 
of Art (now The University of the Arts). 
Remains on faculty until 1988, serving for 
several years as chair of painting department.

1950s Works in style of painterly abstraction, and on 
frequent trips to New York is involved with 
Abstract Expressionist circle at the Cedar 
Bar. Friends included Charles Cajori, John 
Ferren, Philip Guston, Franz Kline, and 
Mercedes Matter. 
Has first one-man show at the Dubin Gallery 
in Philadelphia, as well as several solo shows 
in New York at Parma Gallery.  

1959-64 Shares Elkins Park, Pennsylvania studio 
with sculptor Dennis Leon. 

1960s Shows with Gallery 1015 in Wyncote, 
Pennsylvania. 

1960-62 Begins shift away from abstraction toward 
figuration. By 1962, has committed himself 
exclusively to representational painting.

1968 Solo exhibition, Terry Dintenfass Gallery, 
New York.

1972 Solo exhibition, Brata Gallery, New York.
1978 Awarded Fellowship to the MacDowell Colony.
1970s-80s Shows with GrossMcCleaf Gallery, 

Philadelphia.

1980 Awarded Temple University General Alumni 
Association Certificate of Honor. 

1980-88 Senior critic at University of Pennsylvania 
Graduate School of Fine Arts.

1982 Awarded Hazlett Memorial Award for 
Excellence in the Arts in Pennsylvania.

1983 Marries Ruth Fine.
1984-85 Awarded Ingram-Merrill Foundation Grant.
1986 Moves to Tacoma Park, Maryland, 

through 1995.
1980s-90s Shows with More Gallery, Philadelphia, 

and Jane Haslem Gallery, Washington. 
1992 Elected to National Academy of Design, 

New York.
1998 April 14, dies in Abington, Pennsylvania.

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS, WITH CATALOGUES

1950 Catalogue of the One Hundred and Forty-fifth 
Annual Exhibition of Painting and Sculpture, 
The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, 
Philadelphia

1957 The Third Annual Fall Review of Paintings 
in Sculpture: 1957, in the United States, 
The Pyramid Club, Philadelphia

1963 Aspen Artists, Bundy Art Gallery, 
Aspen, Colorado

1968 Realism Now,Vassar College Art Gallery, 
Poughkeepsie, New York

1972 The Realist Revival, American Federation of 
Arts traveling exhibition

1974 The Figure in Recent American Painting, 
Westminster College, Pennsylvania

1976 Philadelphia: Three Centuries of American 
Art, Philadelphia Museum of Art
American Figure Drawing, Lehigh University, 
Pennsylvania, and The Victorian College of the
Arts Gallery, Melbourne; Art Gallery of South 
Australia, Adelaide

1978 Contemporary Drawings: Philadelphia I, 
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts 
(co-sponsored with Philadelphia Museum 
of Art)

LARRY DAY (1921-1998)



1979 A Sense of Place: The Artist and the American 
Land, Part II, Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, 
Nebraska

1983 Perspectives on Contemporary American Realism:
Works of Art on Paper from the Collection of 
Jalane and Richard Davidson, Pennsylvania 
Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia

1988 Larry Day: Paintings, 1958-1988, Jane Haslem 
Gallery, Washington, D.C.
Realism Today: American Drawings from the 
Rita Rich Collection, National Academy of 
Design, New York

1989 Drawing: Points of View, Belk Art Gallery, 
Western Carolina University, Cullowhee, 
North Carolina

1990 Approaching the Figure: Part II, Fine Arts 
Gallery, Georgetown, University, 
Washington, D.C.
Landscape Painting, 1960-1990: The Italian 
Tradition in American Art, Gibbes Museum of 
Art, Charleston, and Bayly Museum of Art, 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville

1992 Larry Day / Encounters: Interpretations, 
Jane Haslem Gallery, Washington, D.C.
Urban Spaces: Larry Day, Rudy Burckhardt, 
Kathryn Wall, Belk Art Gallery, Western 
Carolina University, Cullowhee, North Carolina

1993 Contemporary Self Portraits from the James 
Goode Collection, National Portrait Gallery, 
Washington, D.C.

1994 Tempi del Giorno: Eighteen Drawings by 
Larry Day, Rider College Art Gallery, 
Lawrenceville, New Jersey, Belk Art Gallery, 
Western Carolina University, and traveling.  
The series is in the collection of the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art.  

1999 Contemporary American Realist Drawings: 
The Jalane and Richard Davidson Collection 
at the Art Institute of Chicago.

2000 Cheltenham: 60 Years of Art, Anniversary 
Exhibition, Cheltenham Art Center, Pennsylvania

2001 Larry Day: Series & Variations, New York 
Studio School, New York

2007 Larry Day: Paintings and Works on Paper, 
Meredith Ward Fine Art, New York

2008 Larry Day: Ironic Realist, Eleanor D. Wilson 
Museum, Hollins University, Virginia

SELECTED PUBLIC COLLECTIONS

Arkansas Arts Center, Little Rock
Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois
British Museum, London
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Eleanor D. Wilson Museum, Hollins University, Virginia
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Pennsylvania
Rider College, Lawrenceville, New Jersey

SELECTED WRITINGS 

“The Artist as Philadelphian,” 2nd Philadelphia Arts 
Festival, The Philadelphia Museum in cooperation 
with Artists Equity, 1959, 43.  

“Realism and its Discontents,” Crits: Discourses on 
the Visual Arts (1973).

“Notes on Figurative Art,” in The Figure in Recent 
American Painting, exh. cat. Westminster College,
New Wilmington, Pennsylvania, and traveling (1974).

“Drawing,” American Figure Drawing,  exh. cat., 
Lehigh University (1976).

Contributor to A Collection of Thoughts About 
Drawing,  Estelle S. Gross and Burton Van Deusen,
editors. Gross McCleaf Gallery, 1978. 

“The Necessities of Representation,” ACM Newsletter, I
(May-June 1981).

“Present Concerns in Studio Teaching: Artists 
Statements”, Art Journal 42 (Spring, 1982), 33. 

Caprice #17, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.75 x 28 inches

Caprice #18, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 23.75 x 30 inches



Caprice #19, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 24 x 30 inches

Caprice #20, 1997, Pen and ink drawing, 20.75 x 28.25 inches

Backstreet #2, 1988
Oil on canvas, 48.5 x 66.5 inches

Caprices, a series of twenty works on paper
Pen and ink drawings, various sizes, 1997

Study related to Ceres, c. 1992
Pencil on paper, 28 x 33 inches
Courtesy of Bill White

Daughters of Jeptha, 1955
Oil on canvas, 37 x 28.5 inches

Parnassus, 1968
Oil on canvas, 78.75 x 116.75 inches

Ritual Still Life, 1964
Oil on canvas, 49 x 33 inches

Self Portrait: Break, 1981/83
Oil on canvas, 54.5 x 67 inches

Study related to Self Portrait: Break, 1981/83
Sketch, 27.75 x 27.5 inches
Courtesy of Scott Noel

Study related to Self Portrait: Break, 1981/83
Pencil on paper, 21.75 x 23.75 inches
Courtesy of Bill Scott

Times of Day: Morning, Afternoon, Evening, 1965
Oil on canvas, triptych, each 77 x 68 inches

Five sketchbooks, various sizes

Cover: Parnassus (detail), Oil on canvas

Inside cover: Study related to Self Portrait: Break (detail), Pencil on paper, Courtesy of Bill Scott

WORKS BY LARRY DAY

All works courtesy of the Eleanor D. Wilson Museum except where noted.


